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STATE BOARD OF HEALTH,

Hartford, December 23, 1914.

To THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1915 :

The State Board of Health which was ordered by the last

Legislature under Chapter 220, Public Acts of 1913, to in-

vestigate the subject of stream pollution and report to this
General Assembly, submits the following report:

Chapter 220, Public Acts of 1913, reads as follows :

"AN ACT CONCERNING THE POLLUTION OF WATERS.

By the Senate and House of Representatives in General Assembly
Convened:

"Section 1. The State Board of Health shall have general

oversight of all inland and tidal waters, including streams,
lakes, and ponds used as sources of water supply, and all

springs, streams, and water courses tributary thereto.

"Sec. 2. The State Board of Health
,

shall investigate the

subject of the pollution of waters within this state by sewage
or other filth and recommend to the next General Assembly
such legislation as will lead to the termination of all such pol-
lution.

"Approved, June 5, 1913."

The board, at a regular meeting held July 8, 1913, voted
to place the investigation in the hands of a committee con-

sisting of Mr. J. Frederick Jackson, chairman, Dr. Edward K.

Root, Dr. J. H. Townsend and Mr. Lewis Sperry, and the

work has been done under the supervision of Mr. Jackson, the

engineer member of the state board of health, assisted by
Mr. R. C. Meeker.
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It was decided that the scope of the present investigation
should include all rivers of appreciable size and the collection

of the following statistics relating to them :

Stream flow.

Tributary streams.
Cities and towns on water sheds.

Population of water sheds.

Sewerage systems on water sheds.

Manufacturing wastes discharged into streams.

Analysis of river water.

Samples of water to be collected at each town, one above
and one below all points of pollution, and between towns at

an average distance of one mile apart.
The Laboratory work to determine dissolved oxygen and

presumptive tests for B. Coli.

On July 26th, 1914, the actual field work was started arid

the major portion completed by September. The collection

of statistics of the towns and cities on the different water-

sheds involved a great deal of correspondence, and the Board
wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey ;

U. S. Weather Bureau
;
U. S. Public Health Ser-

vice ; the
"

State Boards of Health of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Vermont ; the Fish & Game Commission of

this state, which kindly furnished the use of its launches,
and the different city engineers and local health boards, and
to Professor Conn and his assistants, whose co-operation and
assistance at the State Laboratory has been invaluable.

Connecticut, as will be seen from a glance at the accom-

panying map, is a network of rivers. The natural drainage
is controlled by the physiographic division of a highland
west of a line running from New Haven to North Granby ;

a highland between Rhode Island and a line through Rock-

ville, Glastonbury, Middletown and Branford ; and a lowland

occupying the remainder of the area. The three main river

systems are the Connecticut, Housatonic and Thames, which

together drain about 70 per cent, of the area of the state.

The rivers extending beyond the boundaries of the state are

the Housatonic, Connecticut, Farmington, Quinnebaug,
Five Mile, Scantic, Moosup, French and Ten Mile River, which
last is almost entirely in New York. The shore line is indented

by numerous bays and tidal estuaries, and adjoining it are many
salt marshes. In the interior are many swamps and numerous
lakes.

All rivers entering the Sound are tidal, which fact is of con-

siderable importance in providing an additional volume of

water for dilution. The rivers of the highlands have steep

gradients and their flow is interrupted by numerous dams
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and mill ponds, while the rivers of the lowlands have a slight
fall and the dams and rapids are not nearly so frequent. The
flow of the streams is variable and in most years there is a

period of four to six months when the flow is below normal,
while in some of the smaller ones there is scarcely any flow.

The population of the state is grouped into three distinct

areas. First, about 28 per cent, along the large rivers of the

central portion of the state. Second, about 33 per cent, on
the shores of Long Island Sound. Third, about 26 per cent,

along the rivers in the highland areas, as the Farmington,
Naugatuck and Willimantic, etc. The remaining 13 per cent.

is distributed among the hill towns and other towns remote
from the railroads and large streams.

The pollution of streams is a question which has occa-

sioned more or less agitation and litigation since mankind
forsook the nomadic life and began to dwell in cities and
towns. Serious consideration of the subject began with the

raising of the Royal Sewage Commission in Great Britain

in 1865. This commission has published many valuable re-

ports and directed considerable beneficial legislation. In this

country the states of Ohio, Illinois, New York, New Jersey
and Massachusetts have made careful study of the problem
and have enacted legislation, more or less restrictive in char-

acter, to control it.

The subject may be considered from two viewpoints, de-

pending on whether the stream in question is used, or is

likely to be used, as a source of public water supply, when
in a strictly sanitary sense the presence of pathogenic bac-

teria in the water and their direct menace to public health is

paramount ;
or the violation of common decency by the crea-

tion of nuisances, from the presence in the stream of large

quantities of organic matter. With the first we are, in this

investigation, but indirectly concerned. Most of the rivers

examined are not used as a source of public water supply
without some attempt at purification.

Therefore, though we cannot say that the condition of the

rivers most polluted is directly affecting the health of any
community, we know that in many instances it is offensive

to the sense of decency and that it threatens the existence of

major fish life, which is a source of revenue and a means of

sustenance to many hundreds of citizens of the state. The

improvement of these conditions is not impossible nor would
the expense be excessive, if remedial action is taken in time;

the longer it is delayed the greater the cost will be.

The principal agent in disposing- of organic matter in the

streams is biological oxidation. This is accomplished pri-

marily by innumerable bacteria breaking down and reducing
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the organic wastes to their component parts, which are

largely simple inocuous gases. These bacteria are of two

general types, those requiring a considerable supply of oxy-
gen for their existence and so termed aerobic, and those

growing and multiplying in the absence of oxygen and called

anaerobic. The work of the aerobic bacteria is most com-

plete and is not markedly evident to the sense of sight or

smell, since the gases produced are not objectionable. The
work of the anaerobic bacteria is called putrefaction, it is

less complete and is generally accompanied by the evolution

of foul smelling gases and discoloration of the water. When
the flow of the stream is large, naturally the supply of oxy-

gen is greater, and the oxidizing of the organic matter progresses
without producing offensive conditions

;
where the flow is small,

or for any reason the supply of oxygen is cut off, the organic
matter is not completely oxidized and nuisances are created. In

this connection just a word in relation to self-purification of

streams.

It has always been assumed that given a sufficient volume of

water and velocity of flow a river would in time take care of any
amount of wastes discharged into it. Since the important part that

oxygen performs in the work of purification has been recognized,
it has been found that not only must there be volume and velocity,
but also time, as a function rather than distance, must be consider-

ed. In other words in any stream receiving pollution at a given
point the process goes on something like this. The sewage
and manufacturing wastes having been dispersed in the wa-
ter, the organic matter immediately begins to take up the

oxygen contained therein and this proceeds until the organic
matter is completely oxidized or until the supply of oxygen
in the water is completely exhausted. While the supply of

oxygen in the water is being depleted it is gradually drawing
and storing more oxygen from the air. The rate at which
absorption proceeds is variable, depending on conditions of

temperature, wind, depth of water, etc., so long as the sup-
ply of oxygen in the water is sufficient to oxidize the organic
matter no objectional conditions will result. When, from

any cause the amount of oxygen falls below a certain pro-
portion, the organic matter is not completely disposed of, and
foul gases and discoloration of the water accompanied by a

large mortality among major fish life result. Now then, if

the amount of oxygen in the river at the point considered
were ample to take care of the pollution, after a certain

length of time it would disappear completely. But let us go
a step further, suppose a short distance below the point we
are considering, the river receives an addition of sewage and
wastes and that the elapsed time is not sufficient to dispose of
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that already received ; we then have an additional burden
placed on the purifying powers of the river which it is not
able to meet. If we continue this reasoning we can see why
a river receiving pollution at points relatively close together
will soon be in a very bad condition. If between the points
of pollution the volume of the river is increased by the flow
of a tributary, its capacity for disposing of pollution is in-

creased, provided the tributary itself is not already so pol-
luted that, instead of helping, it acentuates conditions al-

ready bad by the amount of its pollution.

When the flow of the stream is not sufficient to take care

of the pollution by dilution it is evidenced by floating matters

objectional to the sight and the formation of foul smelling

sludge banks. These banks occur particularly in streams
where the dry weather flow is very small

;
if the stream is,

deep and its volume of flow large, they are not so noticeable

except in the vicinity of sewer outlets which do not extend
out to the current of the river, or on the bottom of mill ponds
when the water is drawn down.

There is considerable difference of opinion between author-

ities as to the stream flow necessary for proper dilution, but
it may be safely said that with a flow of four to six cubic feet

per second to each 1,000 persons contributing, together with

adequate dispersion, no nuisance will occur, provided, the

sewage does not contain over fifteen parts per 100,000 of sus-

pended matter, in which case it would require a flow as high
as fourteen cubic feet per second per 1,000 persons.

When the stream is receiving large quantities of trade

waste the conditions are changed. The elimination of or-

ganic matter as stated is accomplished through the work of

numerous bacteria, and some trade wastes not only impede
this process by the complex nature of their ingredients which
resist the breaking down process, but often the wastes con-

tain acids which have a sterilizing effect and destroy the bac-

teria entirely.

Again oxygen is essential for the preservation of major fish

life. Some differences exist as to the amount of oxygen nec-

essary, but it is generally agreed that below 30 per cent, saturation

it is impossible for larger fish life to survive.

We have tried to describe briefly the part that oxygen takes

in assisting the rivers to dispose of the organic matter they
receive, in order to explain why the measure of dissolved

oxygen is a reliable index of the ability of the river to purify
itself, and because it is the method most generally used now
in investigations of stream pollution. In the tabulations the time

factor is recognized in the two determinations for dissolved oxy-
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gen, one made immediately after* collecting the samples, the other

after a period of twenty-four hours.

We will now proceed to the consideration of the rivers

themselves. The method adopted can, we believe, be fol-

lowed readily. Each river with its tributaries is treated sep-

arately. First, there is a short description of its general
characteristics and its condition, followed by tabulations of

sampling stations, dissolved oxygen, statistics of towns on it

and such diagrams and photographs as are necessary to make
clear the results of the investigation.
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THE CONNECTICUT RIVER.

The Connecticut River drainage basin extends over four
New England states, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Vermont. Its total area is about 11,085

square miles, of which about 1,525 square miles lie in Connecticut,
It rises in the Connecticut Lakes in northern New Hampshire
and flows southerly a distance of about 340 miles, forming part
of the boundary line between New Hampshire and Vermont.
It then crosses Massachusetts and Connecticut and enters

Long Island Sound at Saybrook. In Connecticut from the
state line to Middletown it flows through a broad valley of
sandstone formation. At Middletown , it enters a gorge like

valley of crystalline rock formation and flows southeast to
the Sound. From Enfield Rapids to Hartford the river has
a fall of about six-tenths of a foot to the mile, from Hartford to

Saybrook there is practically no fall.

CONNECTICUT RIVER, HARTFORD.
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The river receives little sewage from New Hampshire and

Vermont, though there are many factories on or near its

banks which discharge their wastes into it. In Massachu-
setts the principal sources of pollution are Turners Falls,
which has several paper mills

; Amherst, a part of whose sew-

age is treated
;
numerous factories in the villages of Wil-

liamsburg, Haydensville, Baystate, Leeds and the City of

Northampton. Holyoke contributes a considerable amount
to the pollution of the river, as does the village of South Hacl-

ley. Below, the river receives all the sewage of Chicopee,
Springfield and the town of Longmeadow. The effect of all

this pollution is not. as great at the state line as would be

expected, though the percentage of oxygen, as shown by the

analyses, approaches dangerously near the limit necessary to

preserve major fish life.

CONNECTICUT RIVER, HARTFORD.
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In Connecticut the river receives some pollution from the

paper and silk mills at Windsor Locks, the distilleries at

Warehouse Point, and the textile works at Thompsonville.

At Hartford the river receives practically all the sewage of

the city and the wastes from numerous factories. The sew-

age enters the river through six outlets.

CONNECTICUT RIVER, HARTFORD.
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The other main sources of pollution are the City of Middle-

town, which discharges most of its wastes and sewage into

it through fourteen outlets
;
and factory wastes from Higganum,

Chester and Deep River, and it is undoubtedly polluted to

some extent by the boats which ply up and down it.

CONNECTICUT RIVER, MIDDLE HADDAM.
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Considerable pollution is also contributed to the river by
its tributaries, the Scantic, Farmington, Park, Hockanum,
Sebethe and Salmon Rivers. But as each of these is treated

separately they need not be considered here.

CONNECTICUT RIVER, MIDDLETOWN.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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Name of City
or Borough
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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The sources of pollution are the sewage and factory wastes
from Windsor, Foquonock, Rainbow, Tarifrville, Simsbury,
Farmington, Unionville, Collinsville and New Hartford.
The flow is variable and during the low six months when the

flow is held back by dams at the several towns there is very little

FARMINGTON RIVER, UNIONVILLE.

water in some parts of the river. However, these dams and mill-

ponds aid the river in disposing of the waste from the towns by
affording means for aeration and sedimentation. This may ac-

count, in part, for the fact that, at the date when the examinations
were made, the river did not show excessive pollution except in

the immediate vicinity of one or two towns.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location
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THE STILL AND MAD RIVERS.

The Mad River is the main tributary of the Still River which
enters the west branch of the Farmington at Riverton. From
Winsted to its mouth the Still River is a sluggish stream flowing
through meadow-land, while the Mad River is rapid flowing, with
several dams at Winsted. The total drainage area is about 80

square miles.

MAD RIVER, WINSTED.
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The principal sources of pollution on these rivers are the towns
of Winsted and East Winsted, in the vicinity of which the water

MAD RIVER, WINSTED.

is very badly discolored and has a strong odor. Winsted has had

plans submitted for treating its sewage, but as yet has not started

work on the construction of the plant.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN

Location
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THE PEQUABUCK RIVER.

The Pequabuck enters the Farmington River near Farmington.
It is a rather sluggish stream and between the towns of Bristol and
Plainville flows through a thickly populated district. Its drain-

COWeCTKUT STlTE B04RD Of nULTM
TO GCttML 4S5CUBLY ON STBtiM POLLUTION

U4P 5HOWINO 5CWCB OUTLETS
BRISTOL CONN

age area is about 58 square miles. There are numerous small dams
and mill ponds on it which to some degree aid the river in dispos-

ing of its excessive sewage by aeration and sedimentation. How-
ever, during the low stage the river banks where the water has

receded show many objectional deposits of sludge.
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The principal sources of pollution are the towns of Plainville,

Forestville, Bristol and Terryville, all of which, with the excep-
tion of Bristol, which has a disposal plant, discharge their sew-

age into the river without treatment. In addition there are many
factories which discharge their waste into it.

PEQUABUCK RIVER, BRISTOL.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE PARK RIVER.

35

The Park River enters the Connecticut from the west, just be-
low Hartford. It has a drainage area of about 79 square miles and
is a shallow stream flowing through a thickly populated area from

CONNECTICUT
STATC eOARO OF HEALTH

REPORT TO TUB GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Oil STREAM POLLUTION

MAP 5HOYVIWQ DRAINAGE AREA
PARK RIYER

Bloomfield to its mouth. The river is badly polluted along the

city of Hartford and gives off a strong odor. On the South Fork
conditions are not so bad, though floating solids are frequently
seen.
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PARK RIVER, HARTFORD.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE HOCKANUM RIVER.

39

The Hockanum River enters the Connecticut from the east just
below Hartford. It has a drainage area of about 84 square miles
and is a rather sluggish stream flowing through a region of glacial

'CT1CUT 5TATE BOARD OP HEALTH

REPOPT'TO GENtRM. ASSEMBLY ow STCEAM POLLUTION

MAP 5MOYYIW6 THE DRAINAGE AREA

HOCKANUM RIVER

drift. Its principal sources of pollution are the mills at Burn-

side, South Manchester, Manchester and Rockville. Rockville,
Manchester and South Manchester treat their sewage before dis-

charging it into the river. The river does not seem to be very

badly polluted except at Burnside and Buckland.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location
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HOCKANUM RIVER AT BURNSIDE.
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ROARING BROOK.

Roaring Brook enters the Connecticut from the east at South

Glastonbury. It has a drainage area of about 25 square miles.

It is a swift stream with many dams and mill ponds on it. It

CONNECTICUT
STATE BO^RD OF HEALTH

REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ON STREAM POLLUTIOW

MAP SHOWING DRAINAGE AREA

ROARIMQ BROOK

flows through a rough, hilly country. On the date of the exami-

nation the condition was good, except below East Glastonbury
where the water was very badly discolored.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location
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river is badly polluted for its entire length, but is particularly bad
at Beckleys, a short distance above which the outlet from the New
Britain sewage beds enters the river. The city is contemplating
some change in its sewage treatment plant, which will help the
condition of the river materially.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE SALMON RIVER.

The Salmon River enters the Connecticut just below Haddam.
It has a drainage area of about 71 square miles and is a swift

flowing stream with many falls and mill ponds on it. The river

does not appear to be polluted except below Westchester Station.

CCWtCJlCuT 5TATE BOARD OF HEALTH

REPORT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON STREAM POLLUTION

MAP SHOWING THE ORMNAGE AREA

SALMON RIVER

It receives some pollution through Moodus Brook, from the facto-

ries at Moodus, also through Pocotopaug River from those at

East Hampton. The west branch of the Blackledge River, one

of its feeders, appears polluted below Marlboro.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF HEALTH

REPORT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON STREAM POLLUTION

MAP SHOWING THE DRAINAGE AREA

TMAME5 RIVER
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THE THAMES RIVER.

'The Thames River has a drainage area of about 1,407 square
miles, and is formed by the confluence of the Shetucket and Yan-
tic Rivers at Norwich. It flows south through a narrow valley,

emptying into Long Island Sound at New London. Its other

tributaries are the Quinnebaug, French, Nachaug and Williman-
tic. It is tidal to Norwich, a distance of about 15 miles. From
the extreme upper end of its tributaries it has a total fall of about
600 feet in crossing the state. On it are the cities of Montville,
Thamesville and Norwich. The volume of the river appears ade-

quate to take care of the sewage and wastes of the towns and fac-

tories discharging into it, but the analyses indicate that most of

the oxygen in the river is being used to accomplish this and that

the amount remaining to support major fish life is not sufficient.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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OXOBOXO BROOK.

Oxoboxo Brook enters the Thames River from the west at Un-
casyille.

It has a drainage area of about 15 square miles. It is a

rapid flowing stream and runs through a very hilly country. On
it 'are several dams and mill ponds. The river shows signs of

pollution at Uncasville and below Montville where it is consider-

ably discolored.

CONNECTICUT STATE &OARP Or HCAt-TH
REPORT TO GEWtRAL AS5E.MBLT ON THE POLLUTIOW

OF STRCAMS
MAP SHOWING THE DRAINAGE AREAs OXOBOXO BROOKS

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE YANTIC RIVER.

55

The Yantic has a drainage area of about 98 square miles and
flows through a region of farm and pasture lands. The river is

badly polluted along the city of Norwich, but more especially at

the so-called "Norwich Dump," where garbage, ashes and refuse
are deposited. It also receives some pollution from the factories

at Yantic, Fitchville and Bozrahville.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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YA.NTIC RIVER
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THE SHETUCKET RIVER.

57

The Shetucket River at its junction with the Yantic River.

forms the Thames. It has a drainage area of about 1,200 square
miles, is 50 miles in length and a very swift stream, flowing
through a region of crystalline rock formation. Its principal
sources of pollution are Greenville, Taftville, Occum, Versailles

and Baltic. It also receives some pollution through the Quinne-
baug and Willimantic Rivers. In spite of this the conditions of

the river as shown by the analyses is fair. This may be partly ac-

counted for by the falls and mill ponds on it, which afford a

chance for purification through aeration and sedimentation.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location
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THE QUINNEBAUG RIVER.

59

The Quinnebaug River enters the Shetucket from the east be-

low Taftville. It has a drainage area of about 688 square miles,
of which about 265 square miles lie in Massachusetts. It is a

swift flowing stream through broad valleys of crystalline rock
formation. On it are the towns of Greenville, Jewett City, Pack-

ersville, Danielsonville, Wauregan, Putnam, Mechanicsville,

Grosvenordale, North Grosvenordale and New Boston in Con-
necticut and West Dudley, Saundersdale, and Southbridge in

Massachusetts. The river is considerably polluted by the fac-

tories at Jewett City, Packersville, Canterbury and Wauregan,
and from the sewerage systems of Danielsonville and Putnam. In

Massachusetts the towns of Southbridge and West Dudley
empty their sewage and factory waste into it.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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Statistics of Manufactures.

Name of City
or Borough
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THE PACHAUG RIVER.

61

The Pachaug River enters the Q;uinnebaug from the east at

Jewett City. It has a drainage area of about (>0 square miles.

CONNECTICUT
STATE" BOARD OP HEALTH

REPORT TO THE 6ENCRAL ASSEMBLY
OM STREAM POLLUTION

SHOWING PRAIMAGE AREA
PACHAUG RIVER

It is a rather swift stream flowing through a rough, hilly coun-

try. On it are several dams and mill ponds. The river receives

pollution at Voluntown and Glasko, but at the time of the exam-
ination seemed in very fair condition.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE MOOSUP RIVER.

The Moosup River enters the Quinnebaug from the east about
one mile below Wauregan. It has a drainage area of about 68

CONNECTICUT
STATE BOARD Of- HEALTH

REPORT TO TH6 GEMERAL ASSEMBLY
ON STREAM POULUTIOKI

MAP SHOWIN6 DRAINAQfe

MOOSUP
CBMTXAL WLLA.GE

QUINXJE-BAUG RWtR

square miles, part of which lies in Rhode Island. It is a very
rapid stream with several dams and mill ponds on it. The river

is polluted in its lower part, probably by wastes from Moosup
and Central Village.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE NACHAUG RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES.

The Nachaug River has a drainage area of about 165 square
miles and flows through a broad valley encircled by hills. On its

tributaries are many dams and mill ponds. A dam three miles

above Willimantic forms a storage reservoir for supplying the

city with water. The sewer outlets of the city discharge into
the river above its junction with the Willimantic and pollute it

badly. It also receives some pollution at Mansfield Hollow,
North Windham and Phoenixville.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location. 3 zii
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THE WILLIMANTIC RIVER.

The Willimantic River combines with the Nachaug and forms
the Shetucket just below the city of Willimantic. It has a drain-

age area of about 223 square miles, is 35 miles long and flows

swiftly through a broad open valley. The principal sources of pol-
lution are the city of Willimantic and the towns of South Cov-
entry, Eagleville, Mansfield Depot, South Willington and
Stafford Springs. The river is badly polluted at Willimantic
and just below Stafford Springs where the water is slightly
discolored by dyes from the mills.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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MIDDLE RIVER, SQUARE POND BROOK, FURNACE
BROOK.

Square Pond Brook, Middle River and Furnace Brook unite
to form the Willimantic. Their total drainage area is about 50

square miles. They are swift streams flowing through a hilly

FURNACE BROOK, STAFFORD.

country. Middle River receives some pollution from the fac-

tories at Orcuttville and Square Pond Brook from those at West
Stafford. Furnace Brook is very badly polluted below Stafford

by the dyes and wastes from a large woolen mill.
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THE HOUSATONIC RIVER.
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The Housatonic River enters Long Island Sound at Stratford,
and is tidal to Derby, a distance of about eight miles. It has a

drainage area of about 1,930 square miles, 527 of which lie in

Massachusetts. From the state line to the entrance of the Still

River it flows through a valley of limestone formation and from
thence to the Sound through a region of crystalline rock. It has a

fall of about nine feet to the mile from the State Line to Falls Vil-

lage, from Falls Village to Cornwall Bridge about 19 feet, from

HOUSATONIC RIVER, DERBY.

Cornwall Bridge to entrance of the Shepaug River 10 feet, and
from thence to the Sound 3.5 feet. Its main tributaries in Con-
necticut are the Naugatuck, Blackberry, Still, Shepaug, Pom-
eraug, Eight Mile and the Ten Mile Rivers, most of the latter

lying in New York State. The numerous waterfalls and rapids
on the river afford excellent means of aeration, and assist mate-

rially in preventing objectionable conditions.

The river shows some signs of pollution from its mouth to

Derby, between Derby and West Cornwall it appears to be in very
fair condition but from West Cornwall to the State Line its con-
dition gradually grows worse. The evidences of pollution at the
State Line are probably due to the manufacturing wastes and

sewage discharged into it by Great Barrington, Stockbridge, Lee,
Lenox, Pittsfield and Dalton in Massachusetts.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE NAUGATUCK RIVER.
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The Naugatuck River enters the Housatonic below Derby. It

has a drainage area of about 331 square miles and is a very
rapid stream flowing through a narrow valley with high hills on
both sides. On it are many dams and mill ponds and its flow

is quite variable, in fact, during the dry season there is very little

water flowing in some portions of the river. The river is badly

polluted. Ansonia, Naugatuck and Waterbury empty their sew-

NAUGATUCK RIVER, DERBY.

age untreated into it and the manufacturing wastes from the mills

and factories tend to increase further a condition already deplor-
able. Foul odors are very noticeable and decomposing sludge and
other deposits are visible at low water all along the banks of the

river. In a number of places outhouses are located directly on

the river. Above Waterbury the condition of the fiver is im-

proved but from Thomaston to Torrington there are evidences of

pollution.
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NAUGATUCK RIVER, NAUGATUCK.
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STEEL BROOK.

Steel Brook enters the Naugatuck from the west at Water-

bury. It has a drainage area of about 18 square miles and is a rapid
stream flowing through a quite hilly country. The river receives

some pollution for its entire length and its condition is particu-

larly bad below Watertown where the water is somewhat discol-

ored by wastes and sewage from that city.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE EIGHT MILE RIVER.

The Eight Mile River enters the Housatonic from the east at

Riverside. It has a drainage area of about 15 square miles. It is a

rather shallow stream flowing through a rolling wooded country,

sparsely settled. The river is polluted below Southford, the wa-
ter being quite badly discolored. The other portions of the river

appear to be in very fair condition.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE POMPERAUG RIVER.

The Pomperaug River enters the Housatonic at Bennett's

Bridge. It has a drainage area of about 92 square miles and is a

swift stream, flowing through a very hilly country. The river

receives some pollution at South Britain but in general its con-

dition is very good.

Location.
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THE SHEPAUG RIVER.

93

The Shepaug River flows into the Housatonic about 17 miles

above Derby. It has a drainage area of about 154 square miles

and a fall of about 30 feet to the mile. It flows through a rough
and hilly region of crystalline rock formation. The general con-

dition of this river is quite good, though there appears to be some

pollution where it enters the Housatonic.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE STILL RIVER.

The Still River enters the Housatonic from the west at Still-

river, about two miles below New Milford. It has a drainage
area of about 63 square miles. It is a fairly rapid stream flowing

STILL RIVER AT DANBURY.

through a rolling country of low hills. On it are many small

dams and mill ponds. The river is badly polluted for its entire

length but conditions are particularly offensive just below Dan-

bury. Danbury treats its sewage and most of the pollution is

due to manufacturing wastes.
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Location.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE BLACKBERRY RIVER.

The Blackberry River enters the Housatonic from the east

about three miles below the State Line. It has a drainage area

of about 48 square miles and flows through a rather narrow lime-

stone valley. The river shows some signs of pollution at Ca-
naan and East Canaan but its general condition is not bad.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE WEQUETEQUOCK RIVER.

The Wequetequock River enters Long Island Sound just east

of Stonington. It is practically a tidal estuary with the town of

Wequetequock at its head. It shows some signs of pollution

though its condition on the whole is fairly good.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE MYSTIC RIVER.

The Mystic River flows into Mystic Harbor at Mystic. It

has a drainage area of about 23 square miles and flows through a

hilly, wooded region. On it are the towns of Mystic and Old

Mystic. The river seems badly polluted for its entire length. Its

condition is relieved somewhat by the tidal flow of water brought
in from the Sound.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE NIANTIC RIVER.
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The Niantic River flows into the Sound at Niantic. It has a

drainage area of about 35 square miles and receives a large quan-
tity of salt water at every tide. There are no towns of anv size

on this river, but the camp grounds of the National Guard and a

camp of the Spiritualistic sect are on its banks. The river shows
some signs of pollution but its general condition is not bad.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE HAMMONASSET RIVER.

The Hammonasset River flows into the Sound below Clinton.

It has a drainage area of about 45 square miles and is a sluggish
stream except in its upper reaches. There are no towns on this

river and the houses on its drainage area are widely separated.
The river shows signs of pollution at its mouth which is probably
caused by fishery wastes.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE WEST RIVER (Guilford).

103

The West River enters the Sound at Guilford. It has a drain-

age area of about 19 square miles and is a sluggish stream flowing

through marsh and meadow land. The river is discolored from
its mouth to Guilford, above which place its condition improves.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE BRANFORD RIVER.

The Branford River flows into Long Island Sound just below
Branford. It has a drainage area of about 22 square miles and is

a rather sluggish stream except in its upper reaches where it

flows through a very hilly country sparsely settled. The river

shows signs of pollution from its mouth to Branford. Above
Branford its condition is fair.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

.Location.
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THE QUINNIPIAC RIVER.
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The Quinnipiac River flows into New Haven Harbor. It has

a drainage area of about 155 square miles and is tidal to Quinni-
piac, a distance of about 10 miles. It is a sluggish stream flow-

ing through a wide valley of sandstone and glacial formation.

From Plainville to New Haven the river falls only five feet to

the mile. The principal sources of pollution are the sewer out-

lets along its banks at New Haven, the sewage of Wallingford,

the wastes from the factories at South Meriden, Milldale, Flants-

ville and Southington and the factory wastes at Meriden

through Harbor Brook. It also receives the effluent from the

Meriden. sewage beds and that from the Southington sewage
treatment plant. Major fish life has practically disappeared in

the vicinity of New Haven and several private oyster beds have

had to be abandoned.
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THE MILL RIVER.

The Mill River enters the Quinnipiac just above the head of

New Haven Harbor. It has a drainage area of about 44 square
miles, is a sluggish stream and in the lower part of the town of

Hamden is dammed to impound water for one of the main sup-

plies of New Haven, Lake Whitney. The river is badly polluted
in its lower portion by storm overflows frorn the New Haven sew-

erage system and by several factories along its banks. Below
Centerville the river shows considerable pollution probably from
the textile factory located there. This factory is installing a plant
for the treatment of its wastes which will no doubt improve the

condition of the river at this point.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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THE WEST RIVER.

The Wr

est River flows into the New Haven Harbor. It has a

drainage area of about 37 square miles. It is a sluggish stream in

its lower reaches and flows through salt meadows. Its upper por-
tion has considerable fall and several dams and mill ponds are

located on it. It receives the wastes of fertilizing factories in

West Haven and of factories and paper mills in Westville. Two
storm overflow sewers from the New Haven system discharge
into it. The condition of the river is bad.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE PEQUONIC RIVER.

The Fequonic River flows into Bridgeport Harbor. It has a

drainage area of about 36 square miles. It is a sluggish stream

and its lower portion is tidal up to Berkshire Dam. The river is

very badly polluted all along Bridgeport ;
23 sewer outlets empty

into it in a distance of one and one-half miles. The water is badly
discolored and at periods of low water the odor is extremely of-

fensive.
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YELLOW MILL POND, BRIDGEPORT.
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THE PEQUONIG RIVER AT BRIDGEPORT
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THE SAUGATUCK RIVER.
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The Saugatuck River enters Long Island Sound at Westport.
It has a drainage area of about 95 square miles. It is a shallow

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD Of MEALTM

REPORT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON STREAM POLLUTION

MAP 5HOWNG THE DRMNAGE AREA

SAUGATUCK & NORWALK. RIVERS

stream in some portions and flows through a hilly wooded re-

gion. The river does not show much sign of pollution except

along Westport and below West Redding.
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SAUGATUCK RIVER, WESTPORT.
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THE NORWALK RIVER.

The Norwalk River flows into Norwalk Harbor. It has a

drainage area of about 63 square miles and in its upper reaches

ccwtcnojT srut BOARD or MUUH
TO GtWPil i55WLT ON 5TMAM n>LUTN

MAP SHO^IWG 3tWtR Oo'LETa

flows through a hilly, well wooded country. The river is badly

polluted from South Norwalk to Norwalk and is very much dis-

colored below Georgetown.
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NORWALK RIVER, SOUTH NORWALK.
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NORWALK RIVER, NORWALK.
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THE FIVE MILE RIVER.

The Five Mile River enters Long Island Sound at Rowayton.
It has a drainage area of about 23 square miles and flows through

CONKCTICUT STATE BOARD Of HEALTH

REPORT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON STREAM POLLUTION

MAP SHOWN6 THE DRNNAGE AREA
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a hilly region in its upper portion. The river is in fair condition

except at its mouth and below New Canaan.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE MILL RIVER (Fairfield County).

The Mill River enters the Sound at Stamford. It has a drain-

age area of about 30 square miles. It flows slowly through a roll-

STATE s<ura> Of ntAUn
StNtPUl 1SSCM81Y ON STREAM POLLUTION
MAP SHOW!*; 5C*CR OUTLETS

STAMfORO CT

ing well wooded region. Stamford is about the only town from
which it receives pollution, at which place the condition of the
river is not very good.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AXD DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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HORSENECK BROOK.

Horseneck Brook enters Greenwich Harbor. It has a drain-

age area of about eight square miles. It is badly polluted at its

mouth but above, its condition is not objectionable.

SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
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THE BYRAM RIVER.

The Byram River enters Long Island Sound at Portchester, and
is for the most part a shallow stream flowing through a rugged
well wooded region. It is tidal for a distance of about one and
one-half miles from its mouth and has a drainage area of about 30

square miles, part of which is in New York state.

LOMG ISLAND SOUND

During a part of the year the entire flow of the west branch
above the state line is diverted into the Bronx River drainage ba-

sin. On the date of the examination the river appeared to be in

fair condition except below Glenville, where the water was some-
what discolored and at Portchester where it was badly discolored

and carried considerable floating matter.
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SAMPLING STATIONS AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

Location.
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above low water mark, the result being the formation of banks of

foul smelling sludge and solids and excreta floating on the sur-

face. Only three of the large cities, Meriden, New Britain, and

Danbury treat their sewage before discharging it into the streams.

Of the smaller towns the following have adopted some method of

treatment Bristol, Litchfield, Manchester, South Manchester,
Norfolk, Canaan, Ridgefield, Rockville, Simsbury, Southington,
West Haven, and Greenwich. Within the next few years many
towns will be obliged to install some kind of plant and it is very

important that the type of such installation should be passed on by
some state board, in order that the rights of adjoining towns and
the public at large be protected. In nearly every river the

amount of oxygen present is dangerously near the limit at which

major fish life ceases to exist, and the constant presence of the B.

coli is evidence of contamination by human or animal excreta.

Most all the smaller rivers flowing into the Sound seemed badly
polluted and in all the amount of dissolved oxygen is surprisingly
low

;
and former investigations of the Board have shown that

the condition of many of the harbors needs immediate attention.

The streams which extend beyond the borders of the state into

Massachusetts all show signs of pollution caused by the discharge
of sewage and manufacturing wastes from the towns situated on
their drainage areas above the state line.

Industries, the waste of which are particularly responsible for

the pollution of streams are bleacheries, woolen mills, cotton

mills, breweries, distilleries, canning factories, creameries, dye
works, commercial laundries, galvanizing works, galvanized wire

works, gas works, paper mills, rendering works, saw mills,

slaughter houses, soap works, starch factories, tanneries, vinegar
factories, and wood-alcohol works.

The waste liquors from cotton, flax, hemp and jute bleacheries

are in general only slightly polluting, except that which is dis-

charged from the kiers. The amount discharged per 1,000 pounds
of cloth is about 15,000 gallons. The liquor from cotton waste-

bleacheries are about the same as from cotton with the addition of

large amounts of grease ;
about 24,000 gallons are discharged in

treating 1,000 pounds of cloth. The wastes from wool washing
vary from 24 to 224 gallons per 100 pounds of wool, the more pol-

luting wastes coming from the steeping-tanks. All of these wastes

are detrimental to the purity of the streams and before being dis-

charged should receive treatment, if not for sanitary reasons, at

least for economic, for the value of the by-products recovered will

not only pay the cost of treatment but often may be made to yield
a substantial profit.

The greatest source of pollution from breweries is the

barrel washings, and the yeast from the fermentation tanks. The
barrels often contain sour beer and hops. The yeast liquors are
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liable to undergo rapid decomposition with the formation of ace-

tic, lactic and butryic acids, whose smell is very offensive. The

discharge varies from 125 to 600 gallons per 100 gallons of beer

brewed. In addition to wastes already mentioned in brewing, dis-

tilleries contribute the distilling wash and distilling of low wines.

From this process a very dark brown liquor which undergoes
rapid putrefaction accompanied by acid fermentation is dis-

charged.
The wastes from dairies and creameries is similar in character

to dilute milk and is very liable to undergo fermentation and give
off offensive odors from the butyric acid formed. If the flow of

the stream is small abnormal growths develop, which cause great
nuisances when they decay. The amount of refuse discharged is

about 400 gallons to every 100 gallons of milk used.

In dyeing most of the coloring matter consists of derivatives of

coal tar except in indigo dyeing. The principal pollution occurs
when it is necessary to change to another color, then a fresh vat
must be prepared and the old one is generally discharged into the
river. By use of improved machinery most of the pollution from
the process of dyeing can be avoided.

The refuse discharged from commercial laundries is very pol-

luting and often much stronger than domestic sewage. It putri-
fies rapidly and causes profuse offensive growths in a stream.

The principal pollution in galvanizing is the wastes from the

pickle tank, which is a muddy liquid containing large amounts of

oxide of iron in suspension and in solution either chloride or sul-

phide of iron and some free acid. When discharged into the

stream they form a reddish brown deposit on its bed and owing
to their acidity render the water incapable of supporting fish or

vegetable life or of being used for industrial purposes, in gal-

vanizing wire-works there is in addition to the above the escape
of milk of lime.

The spent liquor from gas works has a brown color and an of-

fensive smell. It contains large quantities of acidic and basic

tar oils and noxious sulphur compounds. When discharged into

a small stream it renders the water poisonous to fish and cattle

as well as odorous and discolored. It also absorbs large quanti-
ties of oxygen and so interferes with self-purification of the

streams. The amount of spent gas liquor discharged per 100

tons of coal converted into coke is about 12,000 gallons.

The character of wastes from paper mills varies largely with the

nature of raw materials used in manufacturing. In the caustic soda

process, where the supply of water is unlimited, it may run as high
as 80,000 gallons to each ton of paper produced and consists of

lime liquor from the boilers, dirty water from the rag engines and
excess water from the paper machines. In general the amount of

wastes varies from 30,000 to 150,000 gallons per ton of paper. In
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the wood pulp process there is a discharge of nearly a ton of sol-

ids dissolved in the refuse water for every ton of paper pulp pro-
duced. All this may give rise to very great nuisance when dis-

charged into a stream. The solids in suspension are deposited on
the beds of the river where they ferment and decompose, giving
off offensive gases.

The refuse from the rendering works is exceedingly polluting
in character. The waste liquor contains large quantities of chlo-

ride of calcium in solution, and the waste water from the floors,

vats, and casks carries large amounts of animal matter in solution
and suspension.

The water used for cleaning the floors, etc., in slaughter houses
is strongly impregnated with organic matter and is extremely lia-

ble to undergo offensive putrefaction when discharged into a

stream.

The principal source of pollution in the manufacture of soap
was the discharge of the spent lye, but in the modern process this

is saved for the recovery of glycerine and the only possible pol-
lution is the discharge of waste water produced by the evapora-
tion-distilling process in reclaiming the glycerine and the wash
from the floor.

The refuse from tanneries is the waste waters from the

soaks, the limes, the bates or puers, the spirit liquors from the

tan-pits and the wash water. All these form a waste of the most

polluting character. The tannin from the spirit liquor absorbs

oxygen very rapidly and is very detrimental to the purity of the

stream. The volume of refuse from tanneries amounts to from

16,000 to 30,000 gallons to every 250 hides dressed.

The recent increase in the use of tar and oils for sprinkling the

highways in attempting to remedy the dust nuisance has created

another possible source of pollution of streams. If the
spraying

is followed by a period of dry weather, pollution is not likely to

occur, but if it is followed by heavy rains the soluble matters in

tar and oils are washed out, and should they reach the streams, it

would occasion great destruction of fish life.

In the purification of water by sand filtration, to prevent clog-

ging of filters, the surface layer of sand has to be removed from
time to time and thoroughly washed. This sand-washing water
carries in suspension, mud, vegetable growths, dead organisms and

bacteria, which if discharged into a small stream, may occasion ob-

jectional pollution.

Connecticut is largely a manufacturing state and on account of

the excellent water power available many of these industries are

situated on the rivers. These industries are of great value to the

state and no action restricting them in the legitimate use of the

streams to dispose of their wastes should Be considered, when,
however, their use of the stream is such as to menace public
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health or offend decency there should be no hesitation in stopping
it. The rights of the public should be supreme *at all times. But
the mistaken idea that the interests of public health and manufac-

turing industries are diametrically opposed should be dismissed,
it has been one of the greatest obstacles in preventing the correc-

tion of pollution in our streams. Each needs the assistance of

the other and they should work hand in hand solving the problem.

It must be evident that the question of pollution of rivers is a

very live one, whether we look at it from the point of protecting
the health of the public or from the side of public decency and the

conservation of fish life*. Even where purification works have

been installed it is of considerable importance to have the water

coming to the filter as free from organic matter as possible, in

order not to overload the filter, and make the cost of purification

exceedingly high.

Cincinnati, Buffalo, Philadelphia, New York, and many cities

of second magnitude throughout the country are studying the

problem and preparing to treat their wastes so they may be dis-

charged into adjacent bodies of water without endangering public

health, or creating a nuisance. In Connecticut some of the larger

cities are working on the same problem. Naturally these studies

are of each city's particular problem and generally too little con-

sideration is given to the rights of adjoining towns or the public at

large. The need of some state body to pass upon the larger prob-
lems of intertown and interstate rights seems very plain and from

its statutory prerogatives that body would naturally be this Board.

In accordance with this assumption and pursuant to your instruc-

tions we have prepared and will introduce legislation designed to

remedy the present conditions in the waters of the state and pre-
vent their pollution in the future.

EDWARD K. ROOT,
ALBERT W. PHILLIPS,
LEWIS SPERRY,
ARTHUR J. WOLFF,

L Stote Board

Louis J. PONS,
J. FREDERICK JACKSON,
JOSEPH H. TOWNSEND,

of Health
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